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Abstract

This paper constructs six leading indexes of New Zealand employment and compares

their short term forecasting performance. Forecasting New Zealand employment is

particularly difficult owing to the volatility of the data and the short sample size of

available time series. These restrictions make leading indexes especially appealing.

The paper has two aims. The first is to construct an effective forecasting tool. The

second is to evaluate leading indexes constructed using different methods available

in the literature. The results show that an index constructed using the traditional

NBER method dominates in terms of forecasting performance. The results also sug-

gest that increasing the dataset does not strengthen the index and that exogenously

determining the weights of component series can add to forecasting performance.

KeyWords: Composite index of leading indicators; Diffusion index; Kalman filter;

Principal component analysis; Employment; Forecasting
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1 Introduction

This paper constructs six leading indexes of New Zealand employment. It has two

aims. The first is to build a forecasting tool for policy makers. The second is to

assess the relative performance of leading indexes constructed using various methods

available in the literature.

Forecasting New Zealand variables is particularly difficult owing to short sample

sizes of available data. Moreover, time series tend to be volatile due to the small size

of the market and the characteristics of the economy. New Zealand is geographically

isolated, being separated from Australia by approximately 2000 kilometers. Its clos-

est neighbors are New Caledonia, Fiji, and Tonga. New Zealand has a population

of around 4.1 million people and relatively open immigration policies. It is heav-

ily dependent on trade, particularly in agricultural products (dairy products, meat,

forest products, fruit and fish), and exports roughly 30 percent of its output. This

makes New Zealand vulnerable to weather and global economic conditions and inter-

national commodity prices. New Zealand’s exports are relatively diffuse. In 2006 its

major merchandise export partners were Australia (21 percent), the United States

(13 percent), Japan (10 percent), China (5 percent), and the United Kingdom (5

percent).1

Data restrictions (short sample sizes and volatile time series) make the use of

leading indicators particularly appealing. Short sample sizes limit the number of

variables that can be included in a structural model to forecast employment. Autore-

gressive (AR) or autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) models are an

alternative forecasting tool but may be less appealing particularly in a policy making
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environment as these models ignore all outside information. Though leading index

models are parsimonious they draw on a wide range of information.

Leading indexes have long been widely used. Examples of organizations relying

on leading indexes are the US and Canadian Conference Boards, the Federal Reserve

Banks of Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, and Philadelphia, Statistics Canada, the

Canadian Department of Finance, the New Zealand Department of Labour, the Aus-

tralian Department of Employment and Workplace Relations, the European Central

Bank, and the Organisation of Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).

The construction of leading indexes typically focuses on output and to a lesser ex-

tent on inflation while relatively little attention has been paid so far in the literature

on the forecasting performance of leading indexes of employment.2 Output and em-

ployment share many similar characteristics. Both are cyclical series and forecasting

quarterly changes typically involves careful consideration of all sectors of the econ-

omy. Generally, the performance of an index is assessed compared to other types of

forecasting models, such as an AR or structural model rather than other types of

leading indexes.

Since the introduction of leading indexes by W. C. Mitchell and A. F. Burns

during the 1930s and 1940s two main approaches have emerged in the literature.

These are indexes that extract information from a large set of variables and those

that rely only on a few selected series.

We construct six leading indexes of New Zealand employment (lie1, ... lie6) for the

period 1990Q1 to 2005Q3 using the various methods available in the literature. lie1

is a simple index, solely relying on the direction of change of all series in the dataset.
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lie2 is a classical composite index of leading indicators in the tradition of the National

Bureau of Economic Research (NBER). lie3 and lie4 are hybrids. lie3 includes those

series identified by the NBER method but uses a kalman filter to extract the common

component from those series. lie4 extracts the common component of all series within

one sector using a kalman filter and accumulates the extracted components into one

overall index. lie5 and lie6 use principal component analysis on the entire dataset.

The only difference between lie5 and lie6 is that the dataset of the latter also includes

each series at lags 1 and 2. Though their construction method is different, lie1 and

lie5/lie6 are called diffusion index in the literature (see, for example, Kennedy 1994,

Stock & Watson 2002b). To avoid confusion, we refrain from using the term diffusion

index.

The results show that the index constructed using the traditional NBER method

dominates in terms of forecasting performance. The results also suggest that increas-

ing the dataset does not strengthen the index and that exogenously determining the

weights of component series can add to forecasting performance.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the data and methodologies

and section 3 presents the six leading indexes of New Zealand employment. Section 4

discusses the forecasting performance of each index when included in a simple short

term forecasting model. Section 5 offers some concluding remarks.

2 Data and methodologies

In broad terms, constructing a leading index focuses on finding variables that tend

to be affected by the same shocks as the reference series, in this case employment,
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but with a lead. The approach focuses on co-movements and does not attempt to

establish causal relationships between series. A leading index should be diversified

and broadly cover the different sectors of an economy with a minimum of duplication.

The dataset used here includes 95 quarterly variables that can be divided into

seven broad categories. These are: (i) labor market indicators, (ii) domestic activity

indicators, (iii) trade indicators and commodity prices, (iv) foreign activity indicators,

(v) consumer and business confidence indicators, (vi) financial variables, and (vii)

monetary variables. All series are quarterly and cover the sample period 1990Q1 to

2005Q3. Appendix A lists all 95 variables.

Component series are denoted by Y j
t . Most variables Y

j
t are transformed and

standardized to ensure symmetrical treatment of positive and negative changes, or

Xj
t = 200 ∗ Y j

t −Y
j
t−1

Y j
t +Y

j
t−1
. For series that contain zeros or negative values, or that are

already in index or percentage form, the simple first difference is used (Xj
t = Y j

t −

Y j
t−1) while for series that are a difference of two series (such as yield spreads) or a

ratio the raw series is used (Xj
t = Y j

t ). For lie3 to lie6, the data are also demeaned

and standardized to have unit variance.

We apply four methods commonly employed in the literature and construct two

hybrid indexes. The first leading index of employment (lie1) includes all 95 variables.

Following Kennedy (1994) and The Conference Board, it solely relies on the direction

of change of the component series. An individual series is given a value of 1 if it

increased, 0.5 if it remained unchanged, and 0 if it decreased in a particular quarter.3

For the final index, the values of the component series are summed up at each point

in time, divided by the total number of series in the dataset, and multiplied by 100.
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lie2 is a classical composite index of leading indicators in the tradition of the

NBER. In broad terms, the NBER approach aggregates a number of series into one

overall index. This involves two main issues. First, which series should be included as

components and second, how should the series be cumulated into an index. Typically

series are included because they track employment cycles, not because they are the

operational counterparts of variables in an economic theory of employment. Here

the decision for inclusion or exclusion of each series is primarily based on statistical

significance, forecasting performance and timeliness with which the data are released

relative to the employment series. Building the composite index of leading indicators

also requires a choice for the weights of the individual components. The NBER scores

the component series by economic significance, statistical adequacy, historical con-

formity to cycles, cyclical timing record, smoothness, and promptness of publication.

The components with the highest score receive the largest weight.4 The approach

used here follows Claus & Claus (2002) and is based on the concordance of compo-

nent series with employment; see Harding & Pagan (2002). The concordance statistic

is calculated as the number of times the component series and employment moved

in the same direction or remained unchanged. As this study builds a leading index,

the concordance statistic is constructed for 1 to 4 lags5 and the maximum value of

the four quarters is chosen. For all variables in the index, the maximum value is at

lag 1.6

The final lie2 index includes six series, the job vacancy rate (ANZ Bank), a survey

measure of labour as the limiting factor of business activity (Quarterly Survey of Busi-

ness Opinion, New Zealand Institute of Economic Research), company tax (actual
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cash receipts, New Zealand Treasury), migration (permanent and long term arrivals,

Statistics New Zealand), Southern oscillation index (National Institute of Water and

Atmospheric Research), and the New Zealand stock market index (nz10cap, Datas-

tream). All series are released before employment which makes the index particularly

useful for forecasting.

Probably, the two most contentious issues of the NBER method is the use of

exogenously determined weights and the selection of series for the final index. Stock

& Watson (1989) propose an alternative to the NBER method and model a leading

index in a latent factor framework. This approach is used in the construction of

the third and forth index, lie3 and lie4. It applies the kalman filter to numerically

extract the common components of various series. lie3 and lie4 are modelled as

Xj
t = λj(L)liet + ut (1)

liet = θ(L)liet + nt , (2)

where liet = lie3t ∧ lie4t, t = 1, ...T , and j = 1, ...N . L is the lag operator (L > 0).

λj(L) and θ(L) are vector lag polynomials and |θi| < 1. ut are the idiosyncratic

factors with E [utnτ ] = 0 ∀t, τ where τ is a time subscript and E [utut] = 1. nt is a

white noise error. In the final indexes, L = 1.

lie3 is the result from applying the kalman filter to the six series included in lie2.

lie3 is broadly in line with Stock & Watson (1989). We extract a labour market

leading index from the six series that is then included in a single equation forecasting

model of employment growth. Stock & Watson (1989) extract a coincident (business

cycle) index from four series. The leading index is a six months forecast of the
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coincident index generated by estimating a vector autoregression (VAR) model that

includes the coincident index and seven observed leading variables.7

lie4 is constructed by applying the kalman filter to the variables of each of the

seven sectors. The seven resulting series are then cumulated into one index by using

the same concordance method as for lie2. It would be useful to apply the filter to all

95 variables. However, standard computing capabilities do not allow the filter to be

applied to all 95 series.

lie5 and lie6 are also built in a latent factor framework. Their construction

follows Stock & Watson (2002a, 2002b) and Brisson, Campbell & Galbraith (2003)

and applies principal component analysis to the entire dataset. The non-linear least

squares function of equation (1) is:

V

µ
˜
lie,

˜
λ

¶
= (NT )−1

X
i

X
t

µ
Xj
t −

˜
λ

˜
liet

¶

where N is the number of variables. lie5 is a (T × k) matrix including the first

(in terms of the largest eigenvalue) k eigenvectors of N−1 (XX 0) where Xj
t ∈ X (see

Stock & Watson 2002a). The only difference between lie5 and lie6 is that the dataset

for lie6 also includes each of the series at lags 1 and 2; see Brisson et al. (2003).

3 Six leading indexes of employment

The six leading indexes are estimated in GAUSS 6.0. The kalman filter is estimated

using the MAXLIK procedure with the BFGS algorithm. The eigenvectors for lie5

and lie6 are from the eigrs2 procedure and k = 1 is chosen by minimizing the Akaike

and Bayesian information criteria from regressing j eigenvectors (j = 1 to 10) on

employment growth. All indexes, except lie1 are standardized so that each index has
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the same historical average as employment.

Table 1 summarizes the six indexes. Column (1) shows the index name, column

(2) the construction method and column (3) gives the number of variables included.

Table 1: Summary table for six leading indexes

Index name Method Number of variables

(1) (2) (3)

lie1 scoring component series changes 95

lie2 composite index 5

lie3 hybrid with kalman filter 5

lie4 hybrid with kalman filter; 2 steps 95

lie5 principal component analysis 95

lie6 principal component analysis 3·95

Figures 1a to f plot the six indexes for 1990Q1 to 2005Q3. All indexes except

lie1 and lie6 are set to 100 in 1990Q1. lie1 is a percentage share and lie6 is set

to 100 in 1990Q3. The shaded areas in each figure indicate employment downturns

from a peak to a trough. A peak is defined as the quarter prior to at least two

consecutive declines in employment and a trough is defined as the quarter prior to at

least two consecutive increases in employment. The figure shows two downturns in

employment over the sample period, 1990Q2 to 1991Q4 and 1996Q3 to 1998Q4. For

the indexes, a signal of a cyclical downturn is defined as two consecutive declines in

the index following at least two consecutive rises while a cyclical upturn is defined

as two consecutive rises following at least two consecutive falls in the index. A false
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signal is defined as two consecutive rises (declines) in the index that are not followed

by a cyclical upturn (downturn) in employment.

Figures 1a to f show that the six indexes are useful though with varying degrees

leading cyclical indexes. In terms of early warnings for cyclical turning points, lie2

(Figure 1b) and lie4 (Figure 1d) outperform the others. The indexes signal the

cyclical downturn in 1990 and the upturns in 1992 and 1998 with a lead of one quarter.

lie2 signals the 1996 downturn with a lead of two quarters and lie4 with a lead of ten

quarters. lie2 gives three and lie4 two false signals; lie2 in 1996, 2000, and 2003 and

lie4 in 2000 and 2004. Barring the 1990 downturn, lie3 (Figure 1c) signals turning

points with a lag and gives three false signals. lie5 (Figure 1e) and lie6 (Figure 1f)

appear to be countercyclical. If both indexes are taken to be countercyclical lie5

gives advance signals of the 1990 downturn, the 1991 and 1999 upturns with a lead

of one quarter, and the 1996 downturn with a lead of seven quarters. The index gives

three false signals in 2000, 2003 and 2004. lie6’s signals are more coincident rather

than leading. lie1 (Figure 1a) is more volatile than the other five indexes limiting its

usefulness as a cyclical indicator.

Table 2 gives the correlations between the growth rates in five of the six leading

indexes (lie1 is a share) and that of employment at lags zero to four quarters. lie2

exhibits the highest correlation in a single quarter, that is 0.449. Reflecting the

counter-cyclicality of lie5 and lie6 the correlations are negative at every lag.
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Figure 1: Six leading indexes
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Table 2: Correlations with employment growth

Index –––— Employment growth ––––

t t− 1 t− 2 t− 3 t− 4

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

lie1 0.345 0.264 0.352 0.404 0.324

lie2 0.252 0.279 0.133 0.449 0.342

lie3 0.239 0.101 0.089 0.355 0.184

lie4 0.242 0.128 0.242 0.341 0.230

lie5 -0.186 -0.146 -0.212 -0.293 -0.316

lie6 -0.199 -0.246 -0.311 -0.358 -0.366

sample period: 1991Q3 to 2005Q3

4 Forecasting performance

Each leading index is included in the following simple forecasting model:

dempt = α+ β(L)dliet + γ(L)dempt + t (3)

where dempt is the first difference in the natural logarithm of New Zealand em-

ployment at time t. Except for lie1 which is already in change form dliet is the

first difference in the natural logarithm of the leading index of employment (dliet =

lie1t, dlie2t, ...dlie6t). L is the lag operator (L > 0). α is a constant, β(L) and γ(L)

are vector lag polynomials coefficients and t is a white noise error. The short term

employment forecasting model in equation (3) is estimated in EViews 5.1. All equa-

tions exhibit stable coefficients and the null hypothesis of normally distributed errors

cannot be rejected. Table 3 shows the specification chosen for each model as well as
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an AR benchmark model. The table also gives the regression results. The regression

R2 is given below the model name (column (1)) and the parameter estimates with

p-values in parenthesis are below the model specification (column (2)).

Table 3 shows that the model including lie2 explains the largest and that including

lie4 explains the smallest share of quarterly variations in employment growth. lie2

is also the only index that has predictive power at three different lags, at lags 1, 3,

and 4. lie4 has the lowest statistical significance. A zero coefficient of the index can

only be rejected at a level of significance of 12 percent.

To assess the relative out-of-sample forecasting performance, the six models are

compared to a benchmark AR(1,3) model. The forecasts here are generated using a

fixed specification, rolling window, and time varying coefficients approach. With this

technique, the six models are first estimated over the period 1991Q3 to 1998Q1. The

estimated coefficients from each model are used to forecast employment growth one

quarter ahead, i.e., 1998Q2. The models are then rolled forward one quarter to the

sample period 1990Q3 to 1998Q2 and re-estimated. Then a new set of one quarter

ahead forecasts, i.e., 1998Q3, are generated. This process is repeated until the last

observation is reached. This leads to 30 one quarter ahead out-of-sample forecasts.

lie5 and lie6 are reconstructed every quarter with a rolling window where the first

window is 1990Q1 to 1998Q1 and 1990Q3 to 1998Q1. In the strict sense of the word

the forecasts are not out-of-sample because the dataset includes historically revised

series and only lie5 and lie6 are re-estimated every quarter.

The specification of the six models remains unchanged over the forecasting exer-

cise. This may be undesirable in light of changes in the significance of the composite
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Table 3: Forecasting models specification

Model ––––––––– Specification –––––––––

(R2)

(1) (2)

lie1 : dempt = α1+ β11lie1t−1 + γ13dempt−3 + 1
t

(0.264) -0.028 (0.43) 0.000 (0.08); 0.420 (0.00)

lie2 : dempt = α2+ β21lie2t−1 + β23lie2t−3 + β24liet−4 + γ23dempt−3 + 2
t

(0.420) 0.003 (0.00) 0.104 (0.05); 0.187 (0.00); 0.103 (0.06); 0.203 (0.09)

lie3 : dempt = α3+ β33lie3t−3 + γ31dempt−1 + γ33dempt−3 + 3
t

(0.309) 0.003 (0.01) 0.099 (0.08); 0.217 (0.07); 0.313 (0.01)

lie4 : dempt = α4+ β43lie4t−3 + γ43dempt−3 + 4
t

(0.256) 0.004 (0.00) 0.173 (0.12); 0.378 (0.00)

lie5 : dempt = α5+ β51lie5t−1 + γ53dempt−3 + 5
t

(0.272) 0.003 (0.00) -0.117 (0.06); 0.479 (0.00)

lie6 : dempt = α6+ β61lie5t−1 + β62lie5t−2 + β63lie5t−3 + γ63dempt−3 + 6
t

(0.313) 0.003 (0.00)) -2.91 (0.06); 4.20 (0.09); -2.933 (0.05); 0.419 (0.00)

AR dempt = αa+ γa1dempt−1 + γa3dempt−3

(0.269) 0.002 (0.1) 0.226 (0.07); 0.377 (0.00)

sample period: 1991Q3 to 2005Q3
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index coefficients. Stock & Watson (1999), for example, reassess the lag structure

in every quarter. The procedure applied here is a rolling window which allows esti-

mated coefficients to change over time thus limiting the impact of retaining a fixed

specification.

Figure 2 shows the out-of-sample forecast errors of employment growth from the

six indexes and the AR benchmark. All six models exhibit similar errors with the

smallest errors generated by the lie2 model.

Figure 2: Forecast errors
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To compare the forecasting performance of the six models more rigorously, Table

4 gives the mean absolute forecast error (MAE) and the root mean squared forecast

error (RMSE) for each model relative to the AR benchmark. A value smaller than 1

indicates lower forecast errors compared to the benchmark while values greater than

1 indicate larger forecast errors compared to the benchmark.

Table 4 shows that the models including lie2 and lie4 generate lower and all other
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Table 4: Forecast error statistics

lie1 lie2 lie3 lie4 lie5 lie6

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

MAE 1.042 0.859 1.039 0.947 1.015 1.004

RMSE 1.034 0.886 1.035 0.742 1.011 1.024

sample period: 1998Q2 to 2005Q3

models generate larger forecast errors than the benchmark. The model including lie1

exhibits the largest forecast errors. Further, lie5 and lie6 generate similar forecast

errors.

Table 5: Confusion matrix

Model {up, up} {down, down} {up, down} {down, up}

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

lie1 25 2 1 2

lie2 24 2 2 2

lie3 24 1 2 3

lie4 24 1 2 3

lie5 25 2 1 2

lie6 24 2 2 2

AR(1, 3) 24 1 2 3

sample period: 1998Q2 to 2005Q3

Finally, Table 5 reports the confusion matrices for the seven models. The confu-

sion matrix records the number of times a model correctly predicts the sign of next
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period’s employment growth over the testing sample. Column (2) records the num-

ber of times a model correctly predicted an increase in employment growth, while

column (3) reports how often the model correctly forecasted a fall. For example,

the lie1 model correctly predicted twenty-five rises and two declines in employment.

Columns (4) and (5) report the number of times a model missed the direction of

employment changes. Column (4) (Column (5)) records the number of actual moves

in employment growth that were up (down) while the predicted changes were down

(up). Adding all values in the confusion matrix gives the overall number of out-

of-sample forecasts. A word of caution is warranted when analyzing the confusion

matrix. This test is somewhat simplistic as it does not distinguish whether a forecast

was only slightly wrong or completely missed.

Table 5 suggests that all six models perform well in forecasting the sign of next

period’s employment growth. The models including lie1 and lie5 give the lowest

number of false directions at 3 each, followed by lie2 and lie6 with 4 false directions

each. At 5 the benchmark AR, the lie3 and lie4 have the largest number of false

directions.

The figures and tables suggest three main results. First, the composite index of

leading indicators constructed using the traditional NBER method (lie2) is the most

useful tool for forecasting quarterly employment growth in New Zealand. The index

provides early signals of cyclical changes and has the highest overall correlation with

employment growth. Including the index in a short term forecasting model explains

a larger share of quarterly variations in employment growth than a model including

any of the other five indexes and generates lower forecasting errors. Second, utilizing
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larger datasets does not seem to add to the forecasting performance of an index. lie5

which includes the entire dataset of 95 variables generates larger errors than lie2.

Moreover, lie6 which includes all 95 variables plus each variable at lags 1 and 2 and

lie5 generate similar errors. Third, using the concordance method to weigh series

seems to add to forecasting performance. Exogenously determining the component

weights as in lie2 leads to better results than implicitly determining the weights as

in lie3. Further, lie4 whose component series are also weighted by the concordance

with employment generates lower errors than the model including lie3.

5 Conclusion

This paper constructed six leading indexes of employment in New Zealand for the

period 1990Q1 to 2005Q3. The purpose of the paper was twofold. The first aim was to

build an effective forecasting tool for quarterly employment growth. The second aim

was to assess the relative performance of indexes constructed using various methods

available in the literature.

The paper has three main findings. First, a composite index of leading indicators

using the traditional NBER method is the most useful tool in providing early warn-

ing signals of cyclical changes in employment and in forecasting one quarter ahead

employment growth in New Zealand. Second, increasing the size of the dataset by

utilizing all available data and by including lags of all variables does not appear to

boost the usefulness of the index. Third, exogenously determining the weights of an

index’s component series can strengthen forecasting performance.

Two extensions of the paper are to expand the dataset and to introduce more
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dynamics other than including lags in the dataset in the latent factor model. The

dataset could be extended by including series at monthly frequencies and shorter time

series. Stock & Watson (2002b) develop an algorithm that can be used for principal

component analysis on such irregular datasets. Another extension of the paper is to

follow Forni, Hallin, Lippi & Reichlin (2000) and introduce dynamics into the kalman

filter leading indexes. Both extensions are subject of future research.
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Notes

1See http://www.stats.govt.nz/default.htm.

2Exceptions are, for example, Moore (1983), Holmes & Shamsuddin (1993), Kennedy

(1994), Claus (2001), and Claus & Claus (2002).

3The Conference Board index has a threshold of 0.05 percent for assigning in-

creases and decreases in the component series; see The Conference Board (2006).

4Holmes & Shamsuddin (1993) present empirically determined weights; the first

is using the R2 from regressing component series on cyclical variations in employ-

ment and the second is principal component analysis. Similarly, Claus (2001) uses

correlation coefficients and Kitchen & Monaco (2003) the regression R2s between em-

ployment and the component series. Stock & Watson (1999) employ three different

procedures. In the first and second procedure the weight are chosen so that the

composite index has the same sample mean or sample median and the third proce-

dure also employs regresssion R2s. A problem with using either regression R2s or

correlation coefficients is the loss in degrees of freedom. This means that too many

relationships are estimated with a limited dataset leading to potentially questionable

results.

5The choice of one to four quarters is somewhat arbitrary. The maximum lag of

four quarters was chosen as leads of more than one year are generally difficult to

establish.

6For a more detailed description see Claus (2006).

7See Table 1 pp. 362—363 in Stock & Watson (1989) for a list of the variables.
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A Data and data sources

The 95 variables that we considered can be divided into seven broad categories.

(i) Labour market indicators

hours

unemployment rate

participation rate

ANZ job vacancy rate

ANZ job vacancy rate, spliced — three cities (Auckland, Wellington, Canterbury)

Quarterly Survey of business opinion (QSBO)

QSBO: find skilled labour

QSBO: find unskilled labour

QSBO: next three months, number of employees

QSBO: limiting factor — labour

QSBO: past three months — number of employees

QSBO: past three months — overtime worked

QSBO: next three months — overtime worked

(ii) Domestic activity indicators

company tax

permanent and long term migration — net actuals

external migration — arrivals, total

long term migration — arrivals

new dwelling consents

total dwellings
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REINZ number of dwelling sales

food price index

livestock slaughter

total electricity generation — sales to customers

new vehicles car registration

Southern oscillation index

(iii) Trade indicators

merchandise imports

merchandise exports

arrivals, overseas visitors

West Texas intermediate oil price

(iv) Foreign activity indicators and commodity prices

US S&P500 equity price index

Australian equity price index — all ords

MSCI equity price index — Australia

MSCI equity price index — world

MSCI equity price index — United States

Top 5 trading partners real growth

ANZ commodity price index

CRB commodity price index

Economist commodity price index — total

Economist commodity price index — industrials

Economist commodity price index — non food agriculture
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Economist commodity price index — metals

Economist commodity price index — food

Goldman Sachs commodity price index — total

Goldman Sachs commodity price index — agriculture

Goldman Sachs commodity price index — livestock

Dubai oil

Brent oil price

(v) Consumer and business confidence indicators

Quarterly Survey of business opinion (QSBO)

QSBO: general business situation

QSBO: limiting factor — capital

QSBO: limiting factor — other

QSBO: new investment — buildings

QSBO: new investment — plant and machinery

QSBO: past three months — average costs

QSBO: past three months — average selling price

QSBO: past three months — profitability

QSBO: next three months — average costs

QSBO: next three months — profitability

CAPU: next three months — profitability

(vi) Financial variables

1 year government bond yield

2 year government bond yield
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5 year government bond yield

10 year government bond yield

30 day bank bill yield

60 day bank bill yield

90 day bank bill yield

10 year government bond yield — 5 year government bond yield

10 year government bond yield — 2 year government bond yield

10 year government bond yield — 1 year government bond yield

10 year government bond yield — 90 day bank bill yield

10 year government bond yield — 60 day bank bill yield

10 year government bond yield — 30 day bank bill yield

5 year government bond yield — 2 year government bond yield

5 year government bond yield — 1 year government bond yield

5 year government bond yield — 90 day bank bill yield

5 year government bond yield — 60 day bank bill yield

5 year government bond yield — 30 day bank bill yield

call rate

(vii) Monetary variables

NZD/AUD exchange rate — average 11am

NZD/USD exchange rate — average 11am

trade weighted index (TWI)

trade weighted index (TWI) / consumer price index (CPI)

total billings on New Zealand credit cards / CPI
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total advances on credit cards outstanding / CPI

notes and coins held by the public / CPI

M1

M2

M3

M1 / CPI

M2 / CPI

M3 / CPI

private sector credit

resident private sector credit

domestic credit

resident domestic credit

New Zealand stock exchange index, top 10 companies
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